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GAMMA DECAY OF UNBOUND STATES FOLLOWING NEUTRON CAPTURE*

S. Raman

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830 USA

A b s t r a c t : Neutron capture y-ray spectroscopy is a

powerful technique to study they-decay of unbound levels just

above the neutron separation energy. It is generally believed

that the (n,y) reaction proceeds by way of a compound nucleus

reaction of great complexity; and, therefore, the capture y -

ray spectrum should be describabls in terms of statistical

laws. However, measurements have shown that effects are pre-

sent due to single-particle motions and due to giant resonan-

ces. The study of (K,Y) spectra averaged over as many reso-

nances as possible provides one of the best experimental means

of directly obtaining reliable values for radiative transition

probabilities from highly excited nuclear states. In very

select cases, unbound levels which are populated in allowed 8

decay can also be observed as neutron resonances. These ideas

are illustrated with examples of recent data.

1. Introduction

A great deal can be said and written on the topic of this

paper. However, since the present Symposium comes closely on

the heels of the Fourth International Symposium on Neutron-

Capture Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy (Grenoble, September 1981), and

since the proceedings of the latter Symposium has just been

published , I can afford to be very selective and brief.
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The (n,y) method takes advantage of the neutron separation

energy (typically 5 to 8 MeV) to form a highly excited state

which subsequently decays by electromagnetic radiation (and

also particle emission). The most significant primary Y~ r a v s

concerned in the slow neutron capture process are generally E\

and AM. Analysis of the data has in the past shown consider-

able evidence for the importance of single-particle effects,

i.e., the transition strength has the properties associated

with the transition of a single nucleon moving in the poten-

tial field of an otherwise apparently inert core formed from

the remainder of the system. This picture is to be contrasted

with that explaining El transitions of much higher energy, in

which a collective state of isovector character involving many

particle-hole pairs with a special phase relationship is

formed by the particle-hole interactions in the major nucleon

shells. Indeed, the giant resonance effect thus created is

believed to be sufficiently broadly spread over the individual

states of the compound nucleus that even in its wings it will

account for the bulk of the observed transitions. Evidence

for single-particle and collective effects are discussed in

the following sections.

2. Single-particle effects

2 )Lane and Lynn ' have discussed the possibility of the

direct capture mechanism in the (rc,Y) reaction, where an inci-

dent s-wave neutron is scattered into a state without the for-

mation of a compound nucleus. The total scattering matrix

element for capture have five terms U = U{ entrance channel

resonant part-local levels) + {/(entrance channel resonant

part-distant levels) + ^(internal resonant part-local levels)

+ U{ internal resonant part-distant levels) + U(non-resonant

hard sphere scattering). Lane and Lynn have further shown

that if the incident neutron has a low energy, is remote from

known resonances, and experiences collisions as soon as it

enters the target (strong interaction model), the third and

fourth terms can be dropped. An approximate expression for

the direct capture cross section can then be derived by con-

sidering only the first, second and fifth terms in the channel



region (r > R, where R is the channel radius beyond the range

of nuclear interaction). The physical process is illustrated

in Fig. 1. The expression (with some emendations of misprints
•3 U )

in the original Lane and Lynn paper) is-" '

, . n <\f.o / ? \ 2
a ( Ch) :>. 0.062 /_Z\2

<r(hard sphere) 1 +

6(2J+1)

R-bn

V
y+2 \T

barns

where R is the interaction radius in fm (e.g., R - 1.35

A 3 fxa), En the neutron energy in eV, S., the spectroscopic

factor, s the channel spin, J the spin of the final state,

I the spin of the target nucleus, y - kR, k = 0.219 /fry (MeV)

fm" , and bg the scattering length in fm. The summation sym-

bol can be replaced by unity if J=0 and by unity or two if J=0

depending on whether J = I ± 3/2 or J = I ± 1/2, respectively.
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Fig. 1. Elementary descriptions of direct channel capture

(left) and valence capture (right).



The simple Lane-Lynn formula works surprisingly well for

thermal neutron capture in the cases of the 3bXe(?j,y) Xe

reaction [Mughabghab-^, who deserves credit for bringing this

old formula to the fore], the 13oTe(n,Y)131Te reaction

(Honzatko et al.^), the 32S(n,Y)33S reaction (Raman4^), the
34S(n,Y)35S reaction (Carlton et al.7h, the J<OCa( n, y)J|1Ca

reaction (Longo et al.^), t h e 4 8 Ti( n,

(Ruyl9)), the 27A1( n,y )28A1 reaction (Shi Zong-Ren et aZ.

reaction

and the 1 2' 1 3C(M,Y) 1 3' 1 4C reactions (Mughabghab et ol. 1 1^).

The good agreement obtained in the cases of the
32'3itS(M,Y)33'35S reactions1*'7^) is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of measured and predicted cross sections

in thermal neutron capture. The darkly shaded contribution is

due to hard sphere.



In dealing with resonance capture, the internal resonant

parts cannot be obviously left out of the U matrix as was done

earlier. In some special cases, the observation of direct

transitions between the single particle componsnt of a valence

neutron orbiting an inert core and some simple final state

with large spectroscopic factor becomes quite plausible. The

physical picture is as shown in Fig. 1. Such a model, called

the valence model, was formulated by Lane and Lynn ') and

Lynn12' and applied by Mughabghab et al,^' to the case of

strong p-wave capture in ^ Mo and ° Mo. From an s-wave reso-

nance * to a final state u , the valence width is given

by12,i4>,

rJu = nv 4p Z2 A'2 *dP
 rAn

where q\ is an energy-dependent parameter calculated from the

optical model, S^ the (d,p) speotroscopic factor, r ^ the

reduced neutron width. Valence effects will be most signifi-

cant when (a) the neutron strength function and level spacing

are large, and (b) the binding energy of single particle sta-

tes of opposite parity is large and fragmentation of strength

is small. These conditions occur at the closed neutron shells

where the single-particle state for neutron capture is just

unbound. The relative success of the valence model for many

nearly-neutron-magic targets has been recently discussed by

Allen 1 5 ).

3. Collective effects

Several theoretical ideas have been invoked to explain the

experimentally observed y-ray widths from highly excited

nuclear states (Bartholomew et at. '). Some key ones enter-

ing into the interpretation of neutron capture Y-ray data [the

(n,Y) reaction being one of the more prolific methods employed

to study these states] are: (1) the giant dipole resonance

(GDR) governs the width of the (primary) transition from the

capturing state to the ground state (Axel ' ) , (2) if it were

possible to perform a photoabsorption experiment on an excited

state, the cross section would still have the same Lorentzian
1R "\energy dependence as the GDR (Brink J), (3) the resonances



are sufficiently complex that the upward absorption and the

downward emission probabilities are equal (Rosenzweig1^)f (4)

the partial Y-ray widths are characterized by a x distribu-

tion (Porter and Thomas ; ) , and (5) the level density can be

derived by treating the nucleus as a system of independent

Fermi particles (Bethe '). If the incident neutron beam is

chosen with an energy distribution sufficiently broad that

many compound resonances contribute to the capturing process

(Bollinger and Thomas ), the above ideas lead to verifiable

Axel-Brink predictions concerning the average radiation widths

(Fy in eV) of primary transitions in the (n,Y) reaction:

/ = (Ty/D)z E"
3

a r 2

= 8.67x10"° Ey (MeV3)

4 2 2

where / is the y-ray strength function, Dj the average spacing

in eV of resonances with the same spin and parity values, Ey

the primary Y-ray energy in MeV, crQ the peak GDR cross section

in mb, E the GDR peak energy In MeV, and V the GDR width,

also in MeV. According to theory, the strength function is

independent of X. If the GDR is split into two components (as

for a deformed nucleus), the two contributions due to the sep-

arate components are added.

The two techniques most commonly employed in average reso-

nance capture measurements ->l involve the use of "reactor-

neutrons" and "filtered-beams". A third method of obtaining

individual y-ray spectra from a large number of resonances and

summing them after appropriate normalizations was accomplished

recently in the case of the 173Yb( n, y)17i*Yb reaction21*}. The

resulting radiation widths (and hence the y-ray strength

function) were found to be in good agreement with the Axel-

Brink predictions.

There exists now a growing body of strength function data

generated at Oak Ridge4', Warsaw25 ̂ , and Lund 2^. The Warsaw

and Lund groups have applied the (p,Y) method to study the



strength functions of dipole electric transitions. The (p,Y)

and (n,y) efforts are summarized4^ in Fig. 3. The overall

agreement is good in all cases except near closed shells (viz.

Nd and 1 4 6 N d ) . Since the Axel-Brink giant dipole resonance

model is invoked in many theoretical calculations of partial

and total radiation widths, many more experimental deter-

minations of gamma ray strength functions are clearly of great

interest.

GAMMA-RAY
STRENGTH
FUNCTION T
(10"6 MeV"3)
0.5 r

5 7 9 11
GAMMA-RAY ENERGY {MeV)

Fig. 3. Gamma ray strength functions measured via the (n,y)

and (p,Y) reactions compared to the predictions (solid lines)

of the Axel-Brink giant dipole resonance model.



4. Overlap with 3 decay

The properties of the °°Kr+n system (see Fig. 4) are of

interest, since °7Kr is the daughter of the delayed neutron

precursor °^Br. The latter nucleus is, from systematics,

believed to have a ground state spin and parity of 3/2". Con-

sequently, the unbound levels in "̂ Kr with J1* = 1/2" and 3/2",

which are populated in the allowed 3 decay of 'Br, can also

be seen as p-wave neutron resonances. The 3 decay also popu-

lates 5/2" levels which are, however, too narrow to be ob-

served as (/-wave) neutron resonances. These levels may in-

stead be seen as Y-decaying states in decay scheme studies.

r DECAY DELAYED NEUTRON
TOg.s. NEUTRONS RESONANCES

a r-

0

400 r-

300

200

too

87UNBOUNO LEVELS IN 8/Kr

The

Fig. 4. Drawing on the left shows the 6 decay of ^7Br,

bound and unbound levels in °7Kr, and the 8^Kr+n system.

unbound levels studied via delayed neutrons (see right) cor-

relate well with p-wave resonances. The 5/2" levels, iden-

tified through direct y-emission to the 87Kr ground state, are

not expected to correlate with the neutron resonances.



?7 }The most detailed delayed neutron spectrum '' from the

decay of 'Br obtained so far has a resolution of about 15 keV

for the range 0 < En < 500 keV. In a peak fitting

analysis2^ , about 85% of the neutron intensity was accounted

for by the peaks observed in the spectrum which were inter-

preted as individual transitions. This interpretation has

caused some debate about the significance of the peak struc-

ture in delayed neutron spectra. Statistical calculations

performed by Gjc^tterud et al.. ' and Hardy et al. *' suggest

that, due to the expected high densities of levels populated

in & decay, the peaks observed in delayed particle spectra

of medium mass nuclei are not, in general, representative of

individual transitions but result from the summation within

the detector resolution of many randomly spaced lines. Other

workers '' ̂  '^ ', however, claim that, at least for selected
87

neutron precursors like Br, these complications are mini-

mized; and that in certain cases there may be good reasons

to expect enhancement of some transitions due to the inter-

mediate structure of these neutron-emitting levels. This

would make delayed neutron spectroscopy, even with the mod-

erate resolution available today, a new method for studying

individual levels at high excitation energy. This debate can-

not be settled without a good knowledge of the level density

in the neutron-unbound region, which so far has not been

determined directly for delayed neutron emitters. Indirect

methods (see e.g., Ref. ^'»^ >-3°J) have proved to be rather

insensitive and partly inconclusive.

A series of neutron capture and transmission measurements

on an enriched gas target of Kr using neutron time-of-flight
op \

techniques have just been completed-' ' at the Oak Ridge

Electron Linear Accelerator (ORELA). The aim was to provide

data for an accurate determination of the level density in
87

Kr for the first few hundred keV over the binding energy,

and also to compare high-resolution neutron cross section

results with the delayed neutron spectrum (see Fig. 5).

Detailed analyses of the results showed good agreement, almost

a one-to-one correspondence, between delayed neutron groups

following 6 decay and p-wave neutron resonance studied up to
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200 keV (see Fig. H): This good agreement showed that delayed

neutron spectroscopy can indeed be used to study the decay of
87individual levels in a relatively heavy nucleus such as 'Kr.

At the same time, no special selectivity was detected in the

B-decay process. In particular, the reduced g-transition pro-

babilities were quite compatible with the Porter-Thomas dis-

tribution.
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Fig. 5. Total cross section data, overlapped with the

delayed neutron spectra, show that selected p-wave resonances

are fed strongly in the S decay of ' B r .
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In general, nuclei emitting delayed neutrons cannot be

reached through neutron resonance reactions because the

corresponding targets are unstable. Besides 'Kr, the only

other nucleus that is a daughter of a delayed neutron precur-

sor and is also accessible with neutrons on a stable target is

3'Xe. Measurements with an enriched ^ Xe gas target are now

in progress at ORELA.
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